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AutoCAD has been revised and updated through a series of annual releases since 1985. The application was enhanced again
from 2014 to 2016 and as part of this update, AutoCAD was relaunched in 2017 as a completely new app built from the ground
up in the latest version of the Autodesk Product Innovation Group's Unreal Engine. AutoCAD's primary functions are drafting
and CAD design, and all of the core functions have been updated with new tools and options in the latest release of AutoCAD
2018. What is AutoCAD? AutoCAD is a 2D drafting and CAD drawing software application that is bundled with a companion

software suite called AutoCAD 360 and AutoCAD Cloud. Autodesk's original AutoCAD application was a Desktop CAD
system. The AutoCAD 2018 app is a modern web-based 2D drafting and CAD drawing software application. It is designed for
use on personal computers and mobile devices. In Autodesk's original AutoCAD (2010) software, called AutoCAD LT (2010)
and released in 2010, a student version called AutoCAD LT Basic was available. With AutoCAD LT Basic, students could use

AutoCAD in a simplified form, with fewer features. Version history of AutoCAD software products Product version of
AutoCAD 2010 AutoCAD LT (2010) Student version of AutoCAD AutoCAD LT (2014) AutoCAD 2017 AutoCAD 2018

AutoCAD-2D AutoCAD LT (2010) AutoCAD LT Basic (2010) Student version of AutoCAD AutoCAD LT (2014) AutoCAD
LT 2016 AutoCAD 2017 AutoCAD 2018 AutoCAD-2D AutoCAD-3D AutoCAD 360 AutoCAD Cloud AutoCAD Online

AutoCAD Web App AutoCAD Mobile AutoCAD Mobile AutoCAD Mobile 2D AutoCAD Mobile 2D with 360/Cloud
AutoCAD Mobile for iOS AutoCAD Mobile for iOS with 360/Cloud AutoCAD Mobile for Android What is AutoCAD

Mobile? AutoCAD Mobile is an app that works with AutoCAD software and is integrated
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File formats AutoCAD supports several formats that enable it to work with files and files such as non-standard file formats.
One example of this is the DXF (drawing exchange format) that allows importing and exporting drawing information, CAD

blocks, models and DGN (Data Graph Notation) files to and from other CAD systems. File format compatibility AutoCAD has
an extensive number of file format compatibility settings which control the rendering, storage and printing of various types of
objects in the drawing. Features Features of AutoCAD include: Drawing: basic objects such as rectangles, circles, splines, and
various polylines. Block: basic dimensions and other objects such as bearings, forms and stamp. Line: many commands with

effects Fillet: open and close fillet Curved Bevel: two methods: a single arc and a single arc with a fixed diameter Shear: move,
rotate and scale as a single command Sweep line: interactive spline line edit T-Spline: draw polyline segments by rotating

spline curves FreeHand annotation: draws freehand drawing Inventor rendering: uses a 3D engine to render drawings created
in Autodesk Inventor Linear scale: represents the scale of the drawing User interface: toolbars for drawing and editing,

properties, layers, views, grids, command history, etc. Animation: provides options to create animations, edit transitions, and
play them from within the application. Support for many languages, including: Basic, JScript, Visual Basic for Applications
(VBA), Visual LISP, and AutoLISP. Database functions: such as: import/export and print of drawings to a database. Layered

drawing system: allows creating, adding and modifying layers and text labels on any object in a drawing. Object browser:
allows viewing the properties of an object or a layer. Alignment: measures distances and angles between objects Layout:
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allows placing objects in different layers Colors: allows assigning colors to objects Symbols: allows for printing symbols and
fonts and adds transparency and scaling Tools: allows interaction with tools such as the selection tool, the linetype tool, the
thickness tool, the dimensioning tool, the wire tool, the dimension box, and the text tool Market share A report by Incisive

Research, as of 2015, found that AutoCAD is the most popular CAD application in a1d647c40b
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What's New in the AutoCAD?

AutoCAD 2023 makes it possible to preview and send markup directly in your drawing, without requiring a separate file. A
new Markup Import tool is also available, which converts your PDF or paper-based input to “additive markup,” enabling you
to dynamically visualize and correct your drawing from your input, eliminating the need for static images of drafts. You can
create markup to send to your audience without including a static PDF in the exchange, for optimal collaboration with your
audience. Add unique annotation styles to your AutoCAD drawings. Easily add text, shapes, and symbols to your drawings
with new styles. Access thousands of new styles in the DesignCenter, or use the free user-friendly CreateMarkup tool to add
your own. Create versatile output for any print or screen application, or export your drawing into native ACDL markup. Built-
in reference counting to manage the versions of your drawing. AutoCAD 2023 automatically updates the drawing version
number whenever you open or save a drawing. Use the new Linked Drawing tool to update a reference drawing to match the
latest drawing version number. Create vector and raster drawings from the same drawings or models. The new Point Cloud tool
allows you to input object points directly into the drawing, eliminating the need to separate geometric objects from raster
images and formats. Add logic and queries to drawings. Search, filter, and report on your data from your drawings. Extract,
analyze, and display 3D geometry on existing surfaces in the current drawing or directly from third-party applications. Use
spatial queries to create geospatial relationships and query for data on your drawing. You can search for objects by location,
measure their distance to a point or line, or convert feature space to layer space. Extend existing measurements and dimensions
to lengths, percentages, ratios, and more. Dynamic dimensions let you change the value of your dimensions and have them
update dynamically based on changes in the value of the reference or independent variable. Support for adaptive PDF analysis.
PDF analysis provides more robust extraction and analysis of shapes in PDF documents and files. Export to OOXML to work
with Windows, Mac, and Linux applications that use Microsoft Office Open XML format. Large drawing canvas for large-
scale drawings. Multiple touch gesture support for your drawing. You can now use gestures with your mouse, to position
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: OSX 10.9 or newer Processor: 3.2 GHz Intel Core i3, 4 GHz Intel Core i5, or 6 GHz Intel Core i7 Memory: 2
GB RAM Graphics: OpenGL 2.0 Hard Disk: 20 GB space Additional Information: This game requires Mac OSX 10.9 or
newer and is not compatible with OSX 10.8 The macOS version of the game requires at least 2GB of RAM, but this is only
recommended and not required.
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